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Full access 
Exclusive to the HSV series of vertical packaging machines is 
the “Grand Opening Zipper” pouch, which Velteko invented and 
patented for “F” bags (also available for C and D bags). This new 
zipper reclosing system is the largest opening in the industry 
and allows for convenient and unrestricted access to the FULL 
contents of the bag. Customers are now given the means to scoop 
out whatever product quantity they require easily and effectively. 
Application of this zipper system does not decrease packaging 
speed and can be implemented on Velteko HSV 101 Series 
and HSV 360 Series.

A perfect opening/reclosing system for:
  Big piece products

  cereals

  snack food

  pasta

  pet Food

  Frozen food

reclosing system

Viable alternatives 
to Tin Tie on VFFS
Velteko HSV machines now offer customers two new tie systems for C, D, and 
F bags that are viable alternatives to the TinTie reclosing system. The newly 
patented Velteko “Cross Tie” and “Roll Tie” reclosing systems require just 3 steps 
to open and reclose. Access to bag contents, and their consequent reclosing, is 
now more convenient and trouble-free than ever. Installation of either reclosing 
system is inexpensive and available on Velteko HSV 101 Series and HSV 360 Series.

Perfect for:
  coffee and tea

  cereals

  snack food

  pasta

  pet food

1. Open

1

2. Pour

2

3. Roll & Close

3

1. Open

1

2. Pour

2

3. Cross & Close

3

Cross TieRoll Tie



Bag
Reclosable 

System
Features

1. J X X

2. J X Euroslot

3. J X Carry handle

4. J ZIP X

5. J ZIP Euroslot

6. J ZIP Carry handle

7. J ULTRAZIP X

8. J ULTRAZIP Euroslot

9. J ULTRAZIP Carry handle

10. J ULTRAZIP „Easylock“ X

11. J ULTRAZIP „Easylock“ Euroslot

12. J ULTRAZIP „Easylock“ Carry handle

13. J Memory Strip X

14. J Memory Strip Euroslot

15. J Resealable sealing tape X

16. J Resealable sealing tape Carry handle

HsV 280 Vertical packaging Machine

Evolution of Versatility

The new Velteko HSV 280 vertical 
packaging machine (available in the 
4th quarter of 2014) is an evolution 
of the HSV101B, which lifts the 
well-known Velteko versatility to 
new heights of form and function. 
In addition to its ability to produce 
16 variations of doy-style stand up 
pouches, it also creates 55 different 
bag types, handles bag widths up 
to 280mm, and has speeds up to 
200 bags/min. With the introduction 
of this new evolutionary model, 
Velteko reinforces it position as 
“Vertical Packaging Machine 
Experts”. 

Main Features:
  55 different types of bags

  16 variations of the doy-style  
stand up pouches

  Maximum bag width  
of 280 mm

  5 - 45 minute changeover 
time between bag types

  Up to 200 bags/min.

Created on the HSV 280, HSV 360 and HSV 440  

Vertical Packaging Machine series

One side sealable film solution available for all variations 

16 variations 
of doy-style stand up pouches

Increased number of 
program input fields 
for more customized 
machine operation

Optional 
Allen Bradley 
control system

Increased 
remote service 
capabilities

Faster and easier 
machine set-up 
for doy-style stand 
up pouches and 
other bags

2 second 
start-up time

Automated lubrication 
of key machine 
components 
(programmable)



Virtual motion 
packaging

Versatility 
to the max

Velteko brings packaging to a higher artistic level with its newly patented 
“Pirouette Pouch”. The distinctly unique twisting package for A/C bags breathes 
new life into the presentation of your products. Created exclusively on the 
Velteko US 100 packaging machine, it was designed to safely hold your fragile 
products, as well as other food and non-food items. Its immediately noticeable 
and fun shape captures the imagination of both children and adults alike, while 
offering a large space for your marketing message. Do more than just have 
your packaging stand out from the crowd, give it the means to DANCE its way 
into consumers’ hearts!

Main features:
   Up to 91 different bag types

  every type of top seal folding

  5 types of re-closing systems, including tintie

  packages fragile products with a tender touch

  allows you to create your own product mixes

  engineered solution according to your specific product, 
output and packaging needs

  12” color touch screen and Velteko software translated 
in your local language.
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US 100 „Create and Close“ Packaging Machine

the Us 100 “create and close” series represents the ultimate in 
versatility by creating 91 different bag types on one machine. this 
is in addition to featuring every type of top seal folding and 5 types 
of reclosing systems. the versatility of the Us 100 was designed 
to address all of your current and future packaging needs, making it 
a smart investment and “future-proof” solution.


